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Inside This Issue:

The Arkansas Game and Fish
Commission (AGFC) have recently
created a new division among their
ranks.
The new division will be
named the Research, Evaluation and
Compliance (REC) Division with the
purpose of serving as a specialized unit
supporting the overall mission of the
AGFC through exploration, evaluation,
and monitoring of the best available
science. This new division has been
labeled the “Learning Arm” of the
AGFC; one that explores, learns new
information, monitors, and directs
futures actions. We believe this new
division will enhance the role of the
AGFC by fulfilling the public trust
doctrine of Arkansas’s Amendment 35.

deer program coordinator. Cory’s task
is to continue to work heavily with
Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD), and
will initially serve as an administrative
leader of this new division.

The REC Division will consist of
highly specialized individuals who
can work across all AGFC Divisions to
provide assistance. The first hire of the
newly formed division was a wildlife
veterinarian, Dr. Jenn Ballard. Dr.
Ballard has a wealth of wildlife health
experience and will be a strong asset to
this team.

This group will focus initially on CWD
to fill in knowledge gaps concerning
this disease. As the division matures,
additional tasks and research will be
added, but this team will have many
things to learn primarily with CWD.

The second placement was Cory
Gray as the Division Manager. Cory has
been with the AGFC for 18 years, many
of which were served as the agency’s

The next specialized position will be
a Human Dimensions Specialist. This
individual will utilize social science
to understand public perception and
expectations of agency programs. In
addition, a Biostatistician will be hired
to provide a highly technical aspect
to the collection, organization, and
interpretation of the many forms of
data AGFC collects. Other possible
positions may include a geneticist,
research biologist, and technicians.

The AGFC believes research is a
crucial component to management;
learning should lead the way to direct
management actions.
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PRESIDENTIAL
MUSINGS

Dwayne Spangler
President

Jim “JELLO” Myers
Former President

ABA MEMBERS,
This being my first letter as President, let me
first say what a honor it is to have the support
and vote of confidence from all of you.

From the Former President
Most of you should know by now that I have
resigned as president of the ABA . During
my 3½ years I met a lot of archers and bow
hunters that I can call friends. I am grateful
for the support an hard work that the Board of
Directors gave to their jobs and to the ABA.
They are the main reason the ABA is in the
great order it is in, and will be able to stay this
way for years.

Secondly, I hope all the recent progress
the ABA has accomplished in the last few
years continues and grows. For those that
really don’t know me, I truly hope you don’t
prejudge me, I’m afraid you’ll be surprisingly
disappointed. My passion for archery can’t be
denied. Outside the box I may be, but with the
ABA to benefit is my Goal. That being said
“hang on for the ride Ya’ll.”
Thanks Again, and as Always… Never Stop
Dreaming….

Dwayne Spangler was appointed as President
until the Fall business meeting, then he can
and should be voted in as the president. I feel
an think that Dwayne can and will help the
ABA grow and become strong in helping bow
hunters keep a long hunting season and keep
the 3D tournament fun and find others for the
ABA grow.

Dwayne Spangler
President
Arkansas Bowhunters Association
S3DA State Director
Owner of Izard County
Stickshooters Archery Range

Thanks to All
Jim “JELLO” Myers
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URBAN HUNT

The 2016-17 Urban hunt has come to a close and we are already planning for the 2017-18 hunt. This past
season 838 deer were harvested in our Urban Hunt cities. Several needy families benefited from a large
portion of these deer that were donated to Arkansas Hunters Feeding the Hungry. I also want to thank all of
those that participated in last year’s hunt. We had no reported accidents and very few issues were reported
to the cities, this will ensure our ability to continue these hunts in the future. We are always needing
volunteers to help put on orientations, so if you can help contact J.D. Crawford at jd@arkansasbowhunters.
org or call him 501-733-2921.

CITY

ANTLERED BUCKS

BUTTON BUCKS

DOE

TOTAL

Bull Shoals

44

11

39

94

Cherokee Village

71

34

76

181

Fairfield Bay

53

14

37

104

Heber Springs

14

0

19

33

Horseshoe Bend

29

15

46

90

Hot Springs Village

113

23

101

237

Lakeview

25

1

23

49

Russellville

29

5

16

50

Currently we are making plans for the 2017-18 Urban Hunts and are waiting on the cities to return their applications
to the Arkansas Game & Fish Commission. Hopefully we will have our IBEP and Orientation schedule posted
on the ABA website in May.
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SPLIT G3 By Matt Bingham
While I am an avid Mississippi River
cat-fisherman most of the year,
during the months of September
thru December, I box up the fishing
gear and break out my hunting
gear. This is deer hunting season!
A few years ago, my fishing partner
Josh Doyle of Marion, AR invited
me to hunt with him in St. Francis
County.
Josh has a profound
appreciation for trophy whitetail
management. He has harvested
a number of 160 and 170-inch
class trophy deer, but has also
frequently passed on 150 inch plus
deer, knowing they would mature
to true trophy status. He is a true
sportsman, and one that I owe
much of my success to.

We have had cameras out for
several years and had pictures of
one buck in particular that gave us
true drive! When we first got pics
of him in 2014, he looked huge. He
had tall tines, was very symmetrical,
and both G3’s were split. Lacking

creativity, we nicknamed him “Split
G3”. However, we only got night
photos of him.
The next year, 2015, we thankfully
found that Split G3 was still around,
but he remained very illusive. The
whole year we had quite a few night
photos, but only had 2 daytime
pics. He remained unseen, but was
definitely a trophy at that point.
The 2016 season rolled around
and we wondered if Split G3
made it through the previous
season. We were excited when
we started getting a few pics, but
all were again at night. We could
not pattern where his tight home
territory was. We also heard that
adjoining landowners were aware
of his presence. He
was now on the
“most wanted” list.
On Friday October, 29
2016, I made my way
to a lock-on stand at
a pinch-point with a
couple large oaks.
This year, the oaks
were dropping lots
of acorns. It was a
warm morning and
as I climbed into the
stand, a little sweat
was rolling down my
face. As I tried to get
settled in the stand,
a couple mosquitoes
began buzzing my
ears.
Knowing
that I couldn’t stay
still swatting at the
pesky mosquitoes, I
reached in my pack and pulled out
my Thermacell.
Seconds after I fired it up, I heard
a couple steps in the leaves
directly beneath me. Having heard
some racoons earlier, I thought
it was probably just a racoon.
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Looking straight down through the
branches, still loaded with leaves,
trying to figure out the source of
the sound, I thought I saw a tine
through a tiny hole. Your mind can
play tricks on you at this point… it
could be a spike… a two-year-old
eight, or it could be a really good
buck! So, I focused hard, but I
could only see a piece of an antler
here and there.
I was not prepared for a shot,
sitting in the lock-on with my bow
on a hanger. With him directly
below me, I knew any movement
might cause a creak in the stand
and give me away. But he was in
no hurry, just a step now and then.
I kept looking, searching through
the branches, trying to get a view
of the deer beneath me. He was
so close that I could hear him
eating acorns and actually licking
his lips. But he just stayed right
there, hardly moving.
After several minutes, I heard him
take a few steps, so I took the
opportunity to try to ease myself up
to stand and ease my shaking hand
out to grab my bow. For all I knew,
it could have been a spike at that
point, but I get shaky none the less.
I heard him take a few steps to
the right, but still couldn’t see him.
Being a right hand shooter, that put
him on my off-side position and I
would have to swivel around for a
tough shot. But he stopped, and I
froze and hoped with all my might
that he would change directions.
After several more seconds, which
felt like hours, I heard him take a
few steps again, and it sounded
like he was moving back to the left.
I had a clear shot to the left, and
as he very slowly ambled left, there
was enough space between the
limbs and leaves that I first saw he
was a good, wide-racked buck. He

run, I saw his rack and thought he had come to rest
on a log, propping up his antlers. But as I got to
him, I saw that he was not propped up by a log…
he was propped up only by his antlers. Then I saw
that he had the two split G3’s. This was the deer
we had been waiting for!
I sent a text to my buddy Josh to let him know what
had transpired, and he immediately drove over to
help drag and celebrate. I think that he was more
excited for me than I was! He asked if I planned
to enter it into the Arkansas Big Buck Classic.
While I knew that he was a very good deer, and
by far the biggest that I had taken, I had no idea at
the time, that he would gross 194 6/8 inches and
would be the biggest bow-kill entered into the 2017
competition.
Bottom line, I am not a great hunter. I am just lucky
enough to be able to hunt in a great state with
good whitetail genetics and surrounded by other
sportsman who appreciate and make a concerted
effort to produce trophy deer. I am very grateful that
I was able to harvest such a magnificent deer in a
humane way. But the true heroes are my buddies,
and the other adjoining landowners who manage
their hunting to allow trophies like this to mature.
Split G3 is a trophy that all Arkansas sportsman
should take great pride in.

had his head down and I was looking almost straight
down on him, but at that point I decided he was a
shooter. I came to full draw.
When he hit my opening, he was only seven yards from
the base of my tree. Trying to control my shaking, I
put my only pin just below his upper back, hoping
the downward angle would penetrate his vitals…
and released. The arrow hit with a deep thump. He
bucked hard, and ran into the thicket behind me. I
listened intently and thought I heard him crash. Then
I thought I heard his last few breaths. But it happened
so fast and my mind was pretty ramped up.
As I sat there waiting, I thought to myself, “Man, did I
see a split G3 when I released?” Maybe.
I decided to sit and wait a solid thirty minutes. Many
thoughts were going through my head. The worst
was… “If I can’t find him, I am telling no one”. And then,
“Maybe it wasn’t that great of a hit”. Thirty minutes is
a lot of time to think of what could go wrong. I was
eager to get down, but also very apprehensive of what
I might NOT find. So, after thirty minutes, I descended
slowly, then kept my bow with arrow nocked and ready.
I looked into the thicket in the direction he ran, and
only twenty yards from my stand I saw a white belly.
As I eased toward him, wondering if he may jump and
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The Fall

As the sun came up on
October 1, 2011, no one
could have imagined better
conditions for the opening
day of Arkansas’ archery
season. The temperature
was unseasonably cool. A
slight north breeze was
blowing just enough to
conceal minor movements
from a camouflaged hunter
perched in a tree. These
were the opening day
conditions that a bow
hunter dreams about. As I
looked to my left I could see
yellow and oranges leaves
filtering to the ground. Then
suddenly I caught movement
to my right. This is usually
where these hunting stories
get interesting, but the
movement to my right was a
nurse coming in the hospital
room to bring me my
morning breakfast. This was
my 12th day in the hospital
after falling 20 feet when
the straps disintegrated on
a tree stand I was standing
on. Yes I could actually
see the leaves falling, but it
was through the window of
Jefferson Regional Medical
Center in Pine Bluff.
My 2011 season had actually
started off in a whirlwind of
excitement. My good friend
and ABBA director, Clay
Newcomb, had invited me
on a bear hunt on opening
day of the Arkansas archery
bear season.
I’ve bow
hunted for 25 years, but the
thought of harvesting a bear
in Arkansas had become a
high priority on my bucket
list over the last couple
of years.
Clay had done all the work.
The stands were set and

2011
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the bait had been out for
a couple weeks. The trail
camera confirmed that there
were several bear hitting this
barrel. As we climbed into
the tree I knew this was going
to be a great experience even
if we never even saw a bear.

By Lee Walt

I slowly drew my bow and
made sure the 25 yard pin
was right where I wanted
it and released. The only
problem was the bear was
at 22 yards so I hit him high
in the shoulder blade. The
arrow only penetrated about
2 inches. I had just blown
a perfect opportunity. As I
watched him run off I knew
I had choked and blown a
shot and a hunt that involved
weeks of preparation just to
get to this point.

We were both in the same
tree side by side. Plan
“A” was for me to do the
shooting and Clay was going
to capture it all with a video
camera. After about three
hours of no activity at our
bait station, Clay decided it
was time to switch to plan
“B”. Clay explained to me
that these bear had been
hitting the bait as soon as he
refreshed the site. Plan “B”
was for him to walk back
to the truck, drive it to the
barrel and dump out some
groceries, then drive the
truck back out and quickly
sneak back to the tree. He
thought it was a routine the
bear were used to and if
one was in the area it would
come to investigate the
fresh goodies when he heard
the truck leave. Who was I
to argue?

After about 5 hours of going
over the area as if we were
involved in a crime scene
investigation, we decided
that this bear had survived.
We were convinced he just
had a sore shoulder and
I had a tough memory
to deal with on my ride back
to Dumas.
As bad as I needed to be
back on the farm cutting
rice, I just couldn’t say
no when Clay suggested
we try a spot on his friend
James Lawrence’s farm
that afternoon.
For this hunt we were in
climbing stands about 15
yards from each other. Plan
“A” was for me to film
Clay harvesting a bear if
everything went right. The
last thing I wanted to do was
to make another bad shot and
keep him from having an
opportunity at an Arkansas
trophy. As I was replaying
the events of the morning
over and over in my mind,
Clay motioned that a bear
was headed our way. Once
again we changed to plan
“B”. Clay told me to shoot
the bear! I tried to convince
him to shoot it but I quickly

We put our new plan into
action and it wasn’t but
about 20 minutes after Clay
returned to the tree that I
heard him whisper, “Here
he comes.” As I strained
my eyes in the direction he
was pointing, I could barely
make out a large black mass
slowly moving toward us.
This animal was incredibly
graceful. Each step was
like it was choreographed
and intentional. It took him
about 15 minutes to close
the distance and there he
was broadside at the bait.
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figured out he wasn’t going
to. This was my second
chance and I wasn’t going
to blow it this time. Over
the next 30 minutes the bear
circled us, lay down, then
got up and walked within
5 yards of my tree. I had
to let him walk by me, but
when he got to 15 yards he
was quartering away and I
let the arrow fly. This time
the arrow hit the mark and
after following a blood trail
that never gave us any doubt
I was standing over my first
bear with a good friend
in the forests of western
Arkansas. The word we
both used at this point was
“REDEMPTION”!
The next few hours involved
some perseverance by both
of us as we carried this bear
out of the mountains by
tying it to a hickory pole and
wading down a creek to the
truck. The night had another
highlight when we pulled up
to James house and he had a
monster bear in his utv that
he had taken that afternoon.
I came back home and went
back to work getting the
crops out of the field. While
sitting on a combine all day
the thoughts of my recent
bear hunt replayed in my
mind several times. Deer
season was fast approaching
and I had a lot to do to get
prepared for October 1st.
On September 19th, just 4
days after the bear hunt, I
headed to the camp to hang
an extra stand so my wife,
Patty, and I could hunt
together in the same tree. It
was a real simple project.
Her stand was already in
the tree.
I was going to

climb up and stand on it
and hang another one just
above it so I could hopefully
video her bow hunting. I
remember
putting
my
left foot on the platform of
her stand and everything
went blank.
The events of the next hour
or so I spent in the woods
are based on the evidence
and results of putting the
pieces together because I
have no memory of these
moments. The straps on
the stand I was standing on
broke. I fell twenty feet
straight down and must have
landed on my hip because
my pelvis was fractured in
several places and I couldn’t
walk. I had my cell phone
and tried to call Patty and
couldn’t enough service to
connect the call. I also tried
to call her father and did
manage to get connected
with him just long enough to
say,” I fell and I’m hurt.” I
must have been alert enough
to know I wasn’t getting
through with the phone calls
because I crawled to my
truck to call my dad on our
farm radio. He answered
me immediately and I told
him what had happened but
I couldn’t figure out where I
was. I do remember looking
around but all the trees
looked the same. He was
able to find me and somehow
got me in his truck. My wife
and son had the ambulance
headed our way and after a
painful exchange from truck
to ambulance we were on
our way to the hospital in
Pine Bluff.
Two days later Dr. John Lytle
performed the surgery to put
my pelvis back together. To
say the weeks that followed
were miserable would be an

incredible understatement.
Over the next 3 weeks in
the hospital, most of the
time I couldn’t move from
the waist down, some of
the time I couldn’t eat, but
all of the time my family
and friends were there and
praying for me. Dr. Lytle
said that if everything went
right I should be able to stand
on my own by Christmas.
This brought a whole new
meaning to the term “as
slow as Christmas”. Over
the next 3 months I slowly
graduated from the hospital,
to rehab, to home. While I
was at home I went from a
wheelchair, to a walker, and
finally, after a lot of physical
therapy, I was able to stand
on my own. All of this
could have been prevented
very easily with a safety
harness. What is bad about
this situation is that I have
one. I just figured the task
of hanging this stand was too
simple to use it.

be able to pull my bow back
with a little effort.
My dad picked me up on
November 20th and we
headed to the woods. He
drove me right up to the
blind and I got in my
wheelchair and he rolled
me into the blind. He then
drove back out to hunt on a
nearby stand. I didn’t have
a lot of faith in seeing much
after all this commotion but I
really didn’t care. This was
my first deer hunt of the year

During my recovery my
family and friends did
everything for me. So many
people helped me with
everything from harvesting
my crops, to modifying our
house for a wheel chair, and
just getting me outside as
much as possible. As I began
to get a little more mobile,
my friends began setting up
some ground blinds for me
to try to roll my wheelchair
into just to get back in the
woods a little.
Around
the middle of November I
decided I was ready for a
change of scenery. If I could
just get to one of the blinds
and sit out there for a few
hours I knew it would help
me tremendously. Moving
myself around with my arms
had kept my upper body
strength up just enough to

and I was just very grateful
to be there.
The first hour went by and
there wasn’t much activity.
The view from ground
level in a wheelchair that
doesn’t move around very
7

well in the loose dirt may
have hampered me from
seeing everything in every
direction. All of a sudden
I saw antlers emerge from
a patch of Johnson grass
about 50 yards away. I had
to wonder if the medication I
had been taking was playing
tricks on me. It was a very
nice nine point with good
mass. Then another seven
point came out behind him.
They fed around for an hour
or so and I just sat there
taking it all in. This was

definitely the best therapy I
could have asked for. As the
sun began going down and
those two bucks began to
ease away, a doe just popped
up directly in front of me at
about 20 yards. I grabbed
my bow and began trying to
(continiued on page 11)

Once Upon a Deer Story...
by Dillon Smith

On December 7 , 2016, I harvested
the biggest deer from a deer stand
that I have ever seen in my life.
In the past, I had killed a several
around the 125 - 130 inch range
but I had never seen anything like
this in person. A 179 inch typical
12-point isn’t something you get
to see every day. On this day God
blessed me with the opportunity to
harvest this beautiful mature deer.
The season started with me
hunting a piece of land that my
brother-in-law and I had leased on
the L’Anguille river. We had eighty
acres of hardwoods, which is home
to some of the biggest deer in the
area, but is also the hardest to hunt.
I set up on a spot that had two big
over cup acorn trees and three
trees loaded with persimmons.
Every time I had hunted this spot
I only saw the same four does. The
only buck I had seen was a three
year old 8-point on my camera at
night. It was hard to keep going
out there- never seeing anything
worth shooting, but I finally ended
up harvesting a big doe just to put
some meat in the freezer.
The first week of December we
had a big rain which flooded out
our hunting area on the river. Not
wanting to shoot a deer and risk
losing it in the high flood water, I
decided to go up on the ridge and
hunt a small piece of land owned
by my mother and father-in-law
Kelly and Mike Eastin. They have
about ten acres behind their house.
I had hunted this land the year
before and had only seen a couple
of does and few small bucks. From
camera photos and harvested deer
I had seen, I knew there were some
good deer in that area.
I was hunting a creek bed towards
the back of the property facing a
pasture that had grown up over

the years. It had basically turned
into a big thicket with small trees
and tall grass. Because it had
gotten so overgrown, my fatherin-law, had taken his tractor and
started clearing it out before deer
season began.
The day I decided to put up a stand,
I walked toward the creek looking
for any sign of deer in the area. I
found a large rub on a tree, but
because of it’s size, I wasn’t sure
if it was from a deer or the tractor.
So, I kept scouting around the
creek area and found a couple of
scrapes where deer were crossing
the creek. I knew that’s where I
wanted to be located. I put up my
stand and camera facing those
scrapes.
On December 4th I returned and
decided to hunt. I hadn’t seen any
thing that day and decided I would
come back middle of the week and
check my camera to see what was
coming through there. I had over
200 pictures from the 4th – 7th. I
go back Wednesday December 7th
and get my card out of the camera
and climb up the tree. I got settled
in at 2:00 pm, I looked up, and there
were already deer coming out of
the woods. Coming from my north,
on a property next to me, I saw four
doe come out in the big pasture.
Waiting to see what I have on my
camera card, I get down and start
looking through the pictures. There
were some does as I expected and
a couple spikes and small bucks.
After about 20-30 pictures I see a
picture of a giant deer. I tell myself
I am going to hunt every day I can
until I get a chance to shoot it.
After a couple minutes go by, I
heard a lot of movement in the
woods, looked over and see
around ten does running into the
big pasture to the north. I heard
8

something walking and looked
farther over to my right and see a
small 3-point coming in. He walked
around feeding and finally just laid
down in thicket looking towards
me. I was trying to be still so that
deer did not bust me out. After
about twenty minutes, he saw
three does walking the creek to
the west and got up to chase
after them.
By 3:45, after having seen around
twenty-five deer, I was starting to
think a buck must come out to get
with a doe. So, I decided, if another
doe walked out and gave me a
chance I would shoot her. Then I
heard a noise, and I saw two doe
walk out from behind me. The doe
were downwind of me, so I just sat
there watching them try to figure
out where I was. Then suddenly
they stopped and started looking
back in my direction. I could hear
something walking to the east and
looking over, all I saw was horns.
MY HEART STOPPED.
It was the big buck from the
pictures, and I knew it was him
the second I saw him. He was on
the other property walking down
the fence line. As he got closer,
with each step, I could hear him
grunting. He was fifty yards to my
right but not walking towards me. I
decided to grunt back and it got his
attention. IT WORKED... He turned
and started walking towards me.
I could see the hairs standing up
on his back he was growling and
snorting – he was not happy that
there was another deer in his area.
Still coming straight at me, he
crossed the fence. Looking for
whatever was in his area, he
stopped at about fifteen yards from
me. I had only one lane to shoot
him in – if he turned to my right I
wouldn’t have a shot, but If he went

left I would have a perfect ten yard
broad side shot. The giant buck
looked to the right and started to
go that way. I thought, “oh crap, I’m
not going to get a shot”. Suddenly,
he turned around and started back
to the left. Immediately I pulled back
waiting for my chance at a shot.
With my ten yard pin on him he
stopped and I hit him right behind
the shoulder. He started running
and I all I could see was red.
He ran about seventy-five yards
and fell over, THAT’S WHEN IT SET
IN. The nerves hit me, so I had to sit
down and wait before I could climb
out of the tree. As soon as I was
able to stop shaking, I called my
wife, Kelsey, and told her I killed a
big one!

She walked down the hill to my
stand to helped me track the deer.
I knew where it went down, but
I didn’t want to get off the blood
trail just in case. It was dark which
made tracking difficult. After a
looking for a while, Kelsey looked
up and said, “I think I see him”.
There was a white spot in the tall
grass and I told her I didn’t think
that was him– the white spot on
the belly should have been bigger.
Still she wanted to go look anyway
while I stayed on the blood. I heard
her say “THERE’S A DEER OVER
HERE, AND IT HAS HORNS ON
ITS HEAD”.
I quickly ran over there– he was
bigger than I could have ever
imagined. I felt like I could start
9

crying at any moment. She helped
me drag him seventy-five yards
back to the creek. We went up to
the house and got the tractor to
haul him the rest of the way to the
house. It was a feeling I didn’t want
to end.
I was taught how to hunt by my
great-grand father (Orville Thomas),
my uncle (Thomas Smith) and my
step dad (Jamie Prince). Because
of them, I grew a indescribable
passion for hunting, which I hope
to pass on to my son (Kallen Smith)
as he gets older.

5

minutes
in the
stand

LIFETIME MEMORIES
At Lockdown Outdoors, bow hunting
is our passion. We hit the woods
every chance we get so we can film
our products working in the outdoors.
Bottom Line is we love to hunt even if
its not with a bow.

happen and we needed to take him hunting. We had
two days to get him a deer.
His grandfather drooped him off and we only had
about 2 hours left of daylight. We get to the property
and everything was going wrong, battery dead on
cameras and mics not working and along with the
stress of making sure we get a deer for this young
man was almost to much. We did a little video at the
truck and put the Lockdown Scent on our boots.

Back in October 2016 a customer of ours’ son stopped
by the shop to pick up some Lockdown Scents for
him and his dad to go on a hunt together. The next
night around 8:45 pm I along with my brother-n-law
walked from the shop to the house. We had just set
down and we heard a noise outside. I went to the
back door and didn’t see anything. Something told
me to open the door and when I did this all I could
hear was screaming. I ran down the driveway and all
I could see was headlights in the field across the ditch
from my house. I took off running then my brothern-law took off in his truck and picked me up. It was
around 200 yards from my driveway. When I jumped
out of the truck I could not believe what I saw, it was
the customers’ son screaming for help.

We walked around 400 yards to the stand. We had
1 hour left to hunt. We put him in a chair to my left
and the camera man was behind us. I had him talk
about what cover scent we where using. We turn
the camera off and the camera man says, DEER!!! I
thought he was joking.

I was told the boy was having a hard time hunting in
his dads stand and just couldn’t deal with hunting in
that stand without his dad.

The deer were on my side so I had to help him move
the gun in position so he could shoot the deer. The
deer stopped exactly where we walked with the
Lockdown Scent on our boots. I said can you see the
deer???? He said yes, POW!!!! He pulls that trigger
and dropped that deer. I was fired up and realize we
had only been in the stand for only 5 Minutes. The
first thing he said was can I cut the deer with my dads
knife? I could barely hold back the tears. We didn’t
have a bow but this will be a hunt Ill never forget.
Caleb Lackey dropped a deer in 5 Minutes!!!! We all
love to bow hunt and Ill be the first to tell you its in
my blood but when I took Caleb hunting and seen
how happy he was this was by far better than any
bow hunt I’ve been on. Take a kid hunting no matter
what it is. You can help them forget all the bad things
going on in their lives. It was a 5 Minute hunt me and
Caleb will never forget, and he made his dad proud
that day bringing home food for his family. Congrats
Caleb Lackey.

I contacted the family and asked if I could take him
on a hunt. They said that would be OK. I contacted
our camera man Scotty Atkin and told him what had

-Lockdown Outdoors

His dad was on the ground thrown from the vehicle.
One of his girls still hanging upside down in the seat
belt. This was one of the toughest things I had to
deal with and was just hoping we could help in
anyway. I called 911 and what seemed to take hours
was only about 10 minutes. The kids where taken by
ambulance and the mother and father had to be med
flight to a hospital. One week later his father passed
away from his injuries.
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(Fall of 2011 continiued from page 7)

get situated so I could draw
it back. I quickly realized
that I wasn’t on a swivel
seat in a deer stand and that
my strength wasn’t exactly
what I thought it was. It
was a struggle but somehow
I managed to get to full draw
without being detected. I
touched the release almost
instantly and as the arrow
struck the deer it just folded
up on the spot. I think I was
more proud of this doe than
any other I have ever taken.
When my dad drove up he
loaded me and the deer in
the truck and we headed
back home. I think at this
point I knew I was going
to survive.
Over the next few weeks I
got stronger. I was going to
rehab in Dumas three times
a week and doing exercises
at home. In early December
Dr. Lytle told me I could
start using a walker. Once
I got to that point I really
began going to the woods
a lot. I had two or three
blinds set up that I could
get to pretty easy. I saw a
lot of deer and some decent
bucks during this time, but
never got a decent deer
close enough for a shot.

My philosophy at this point
was to wait on a good one
because if I shot anything it
was going to involve a lot to
retrieve it in my condition.
The chances of a big buck
falling in its tracks like the
doe had done were slim.

stand was too exposed with
all the foliage gone off the
trees this time of year. I was
trying to figure out what the
answer to this problem was
when a real nice eight point
appeared to my left. He was
too far to shoot from the
stand I was on, but he was
standing about ten yards
from one of my lock-ons . I
watched him for an hour or
so and he finally followed a
doe out of sight. It was at
this moment that I decided
the next day I was going to
be in that lock-on.

When I went to my
appointment right before
Christmas I was given the
news I had been waiting
to hear. I walked out of
Dr. Lytle’s office on my
own. It was slow and it
wasn’t pretty, but it sure felt
good! Many prayers had
been answered to get me to
that point.

Each step I took getting in
that tree the next day was
with extreme caution. I
think I checked every inch
of the stand before I climbed
on it.
With my safety
harness hooked, I probably
didn’t move an inch as I
watched several deer feed
through the area. At 4:30
the bucks started parading
through almost like the day
before. I saw the same deer
I had seen the day before
but they were all way out
of range. Then I caught a
glimpse of the eight point
coming through a thicket as
he had done the day before.
I twisted a little to my left

As January rolled around I
had gotten brave enough to
start hunting on some ladder
stands. And by the way, I
was wearing a safety harness
at all times. On January 4th
I was on a ladder stand and
the deer were moving. It
seemed like everything that
was coming down the trail
in front of me had antlers. I
saw six different bucks with
two that would score 130 to
145. I actually tried to draw
back on both of these deer
but they spooked each time I
made an attempt. The ladder
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and got ready to shoot. He
cautiously worked his way
within 25 yards but he was
facing me. A doe got his
attention and as he turned
to check her out I drew my
bow. I put my 25 yard pin
on his shoulder and sent
the arrow on its way. The
arrow hit its mark and as he
ran off his body got lower
and lower to the ground
until he disappeared back in
the thicket he had emerged
from.
I immediately called my
dad and my wife to tell
them what had happened.
Needless to say, the context
of this message was a lot
better than the one back in
September. My dad and
friend Dino Miller came to
the stand and we trailed the
buck about 100 yards before
finding him piled up in a
tangle of vines. This heavy
eight point concluded a
hunting season that took me
on a roller coaster ride of
highs and lows that I never
imagined I would ever
experience. I truly thank
God for giving me the faith,
family, and friends to get me
through it.

The Arkansas
Bowhunter
P.O Box 23264
Little Rock, AR 72221
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